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Let me
take you on
a tour!

I want to explain
more about the marvelous
wonders of the power
of prayer…
…and all that
prayer can do
for you!

See the Prayer Tower in Thrilling
Pictures of the Future, page 86.
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Here we are
right outside
the door.

As you notice,
the doors of the
entranceway are
arch-shaped.
Did you ever notice
that in some pictures of
praying hands, the hands
make the shape of a
pyramid?

It’s as if the hands
are beaming your
prayers toward God’s
great communication
tower.

Read
about the
“Praying
Hands”
in Good
Thots 2,
1236:10.
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The Prayer Tower
is the center of God’s
communications system
here in the Heavenly City.
You can imagine what a
hub of activity it is.
(ML #3414:4–23; GN 1000, 9/00; adapted)
Art by Zeb. Copyright © 2005 by The Family International

Let’s go to the information
desk. We can pick up a brochure
that will guide us on our way.

These posters
display current and
upcoming attractions
of the Prayer Tower.
NOW PLAYING

PRAYER
POWER!

There are many levels of
the tower. Each level is
dedicated to a different
aspect of prayer.

Up the
stairs we
go!

Level two is set up like a
theater where you can simply
walk in, sit down, and learn more
about prayer.
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There are
different “movies”
explaining how
NOW PLAYING
prayer works.
1. Prayer Packs a
Wallop
2. Ask for Prayer
3. Wield the Keys
4. Release Heaven’s
Helpers
5. Faith + Word =
Prayer Power

Sometimes
those on Earth can
get a glimpse, too, if
they tune in.
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Faith is a big
factor here in the
Prayer Tower.

Would you
like to see a
little clip?

Without faith it is impossible to please the
Lord. You must stand on the Word and know
that God will answer your prayers.

Jesus tells us that according to your faith it
will be done unto you (Matthew 9:29b).

...there are no
available free
tickets right
now? … Oh, I
see. …

Would you be
able to help
us with tickets
for your Water
World park?

If you aren’t seeing results, all you have to
do is simply go back to the Word to get more
faith. Faith and the Word equal prayer power.

It’s according to your faith in God’s Word, that
you see the answers to your prayers come
to pass.
Let’s read from the
section on “Faith” in
the “Word Curriculum.”
Then we can claim
some promises!

Look! The Lord
supplied the tickets!

You have to first get the Word in your heart so
you can receive faith.

Then you can claim the Word in faith and see
the wonderful answers to prayer.
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Let’s go to the
next level and see
what’s up there.

The prayer corner
is where those
of us in Heaven
can check on
how many or
how fervent the
prayers are for
a certain topic.
Well, the prayer
corner is on this
third level of the
Prayer Tower! This
is also where we
get to put our
own prayers into
action.

Remember
when I showed you the
prayer corner in Heaven*
and how each prayer is
put on display?

*Read about the prayer corner in
“Prayer in Heaven,” MLK Book,
Vol.3, page 319.
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On one of these big heavenly “computers,”
you enter the specifics of what prayer
request you’re interested in checking on.
Now you can check the progress of how
different prayer requests are doing.

You can also enter your own
requests, claiming the Word and help
from different spirit helpers. And
after this is cleared by the Lord, you
can send the help straight to the
ones who need it.
Take my
request!
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We gather together
and pray for specific requests. We
receive a lot of assignments at
these meetings, and we take action
to help with the different prayer
requests.

Another level in
the prayer tower
is used for prayer
meetings.

At this prayer
meeting there are various
requests on the list. Heavenly
citizens volunteer to help carry
out the Lord’s answers
to prayer.
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Here we see a
Family member on
Earth in need of
help.

Jesus, I claim the
keys of humility to
help me overcome
my pride.

As soon as the request for special help
is made known, volunteers raise their
hands to go down to help him.

Spirit helpers are assigned to help
you on Earth. It makes for a lot of
positive spiritual activity.

There’s a lot
to be done and a
lot going on. Our
God is a God of
action!

No one is just floating on
clouds while playing harps.
Heaven is full of ACTION!
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Let’s go up to
the next level, which is
where the urgent prayer
requests are taken
care of.

This floor is
devoted to the more
serious and urgent
prayer requests.

Lord, we pray
against this
persecution!

Lord, protect Your
children from this
hurricane. …

Deliver Your child
from this serious
sickness. …
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These special angelic
forces and spirit helpers
are chosen by the Lord
specifically for this
ministry.

It takes special training
to be able to help with
these types of urgent
prayer requests.

Jesus always knows about all the
activities and progress of the prayer
requests from all the levels in the
Prayer Tower.
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Prayer is a vital part of our life here
in Heaven. A lot of what we do is in
direct relation to prayer.

There are
different branches
of the Prayer Tower
throughout the
Heavenly City.

They could
be described as
“prayer bubbles.”
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That was a little
tour of the Prayer
Tower to show you
some things about
how God’s heavenly
communication
system works for
answering your
prayers. There are
other levels in the
Prayer Tower too, but
this has been just a
little peek.
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Other MLKs to read on prayer:

MLK Book 1:
◊ Calling Out to God
MLK Book 2:
◊ The Magic of Prayer!
MLK Book 3:
◊ Be a Prayer Warrior!
◊ Releasing the Power of Heaven!
◊ Warrior Angels!
◊ Prayer Bombs!
◊ Prayer in Heaven
MLK Book 4:
◊ The Power of Your Prayers

Ask Jesus to
show you more about
what happens with
your prayers!

When you claim the keys of faith and prayer, your
faith-ﬁlled prayers will make a positive difference!
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